
“

“When Keiya takes the stage, 
time just stops. You walk out of 
the room a better human being  
by just witnessing her talk.

- Tricia Brouk, international 
award winning director 
and Founder of the Big 
Talk Academy 

keiyakrayne.com
keiya@keiyakrayne.com
212.302.2291

International Speaker
Success Coach
Transformational Healer

biospeaking topics
Keiya K. Rayne is an International and TEDx 
Speaker, Transformational Healer, Success 
Coach and the Creator of the Success From 
The Soul coaching programs.
  
Keiya was featured in the documentary The 
Big Talk Over Dinner: Race and Immigration, 
Most recently, Keiya spoke at the United 
Nations NGO Commissions On The Status of 
Women. She’s a recipient of The White House 
President's Volunteer Service Award for her 
humanitarian work, domestically and globally. 
You can also find her work featured in multiple 
online publications including Thrive Global 
and The Daily Positive.

The Knowing is Your Superpower!
Ever had a hunch you followed that, despite 
all evidence to the contrary, turned out to be 
right? Let me guide your audience to tap into 
and trust the superpower we are all capable 
of: our intuition.

Leverage Your Attraction  
Energy for Success
Learn the importance of mastering and 
managing your energy. Your attraction 
energy is one of your most untapped assets - 
discover how consciously using it can smooth 
your path by arranging the right people, 
things and circumstances far more effectively 
than hard work alone.

Turn Your Traumas into Triumph
What would be possible if we saw our past 
through the eyes of spirit and uncovered the 
Divine gifts of healing and transformation 
hidden inside of them? Let’s change the 
common belief that past defines destiny -  
you were made for so much more!

What Others are Saying...
Keiya is a dynamic, motivating and energizing 
speaker! We received incredible feedback 
from her presentation!

- Paulina Lopez, CEO & Founder of 
The Business of WE

Keiya K. Rayne is an undeniably talented, 
engaging and inspiring speaker!

- Eileen Clifford-Vaquilar, 
President of the Kiwi Club
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